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Why bother? 

ATE Standard 2: 

“Field experiences are assessed using a 
model that addresses realistic goals and 
objectives and promotes high expectations. 
Assessment is ongoing and used for 
program improvement. The model includes 
input from those involved in field 
experiences” (Association for Teacher 
Education, 2000, p. ii-iii).  

 



Why bother? 

The CAEP Commission on Standards and 
Performance Reporting referred to their 
reliance on “wisdom of practice” when 
reporting to the CAEP Board of Directors 
because “research, to date, does not tell us 
what specific experiences or sequence of 
experiences are most likely to result in 
more effective beginning teachers” (Council 
for the Accreditation of Educator 
Preparation, 2013, p. 16). 



Does the early field experience (EFE) 

evaluation protocol work? 
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Study 

Qualitative meta-evaluation of EFEs at R-MC 

 

Participant-oriented meta-evaluation model 

that solicited stakeholder perceptions via 

semi-structured interviews 

12 Preservice Teachers 

9 Mentor Teachers 

4 Course Instructors 

 

Iterative data analysis 
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Emergent Themes 

 Communication challenges 

◦ EFE objectives? 

◦ EFE evaluation objectives? 

◦ EFE evaluation data usage?  



Emergent Themes 

 Inflated ratings 
◦ I’m sure a lot of people do this, too, but you always want…the 

ones that you like, that are doing a great job, you want to put 

‘exceeds.’  But, do they really excel at something?  I mean, they 

do it.  They do it nicely.  You like them, but would they be an 

excellent example? 

     -Mentor Teacher  

 

◦ If I looked and saw that I got all exemplary and proficient, I was 

like, “Okay, onto the next.” Because if there wasn’t developing or 

unacceptable, I didn’t really know where to go with it. It’s like, 

“You’re doing it right. Keep going.” I didn’t really know what I 

actually did well and what I needed to work on.  

   --Preservice Teacher 



Stakeholder Recommendations— 

Merit 

 Stakeholder recommendations 

◦ Merit  Move evaluation forms online 

 



Stakeholder Recommendations—

Worth   
 Add items  
◦ “teacher presence,” initiative, confidence, potential, “fit” 

◦ P-12 impact 

◦ Instructional delivery & planning 

 Add more space for narrative evaluation and 
constructive feedback  

 Add pre-assessment and midpoint evaluation 

 Address inflated ratings by revising rating scale 
(current scale exemplary, proficient, developing/needs 
improvement, unacceptable) 

 Provide more training for preservice teachers and 
mentor teachers about evaluation document, 
protocol and rating scale 

 Have course instructors consult with preservice 
teachers individually to review evaluation data 
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Worth 



Discussion Questions 
 How do you evaluate your 

evaluation/assessment protocols? 

 How do you involve stakeholders (i.e., 

preservice teachers, mentor teachers, 

partnering schools) in program evaluation?  

 How have you addressed the tension 

between merit and worth in your 

evaluations/assessment protocols? 
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